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Abstract 

A hadron model with sea quark components is proposed. The ground state 
properties of the baryon octet and decuplet are calculated. The valence quark 
q3 component is about 80% for all of these baryons. 



The valence quark model @(qq) of baryon (meson) is quite successful for hadron 
spectroscopy.['] But some problems remain. For example, the baryon quark core (q3) 
size is usually much smaller than the measured charge radius, and the missing part is 
attributed to a meson (qij) cloud surrounding the quark core. The spin-orbit splittings 
of pwave baryon resonances are hard to reproduce within the valence quark model 
space. It has been suggested that some baryon states, such as the A (1405), are $qq 
objects instead of pure q3 configurations;[2] some meson states, such as the 
fo (1370), f J  (1710), might be (qtj)2 stated3]; and the fo (1500) and (2220) are 
glueball candidates.l4I However, since quark and gluon number are not conserved in 
a Fock space expansion, a baryon can be expressed as 

I B  >= 143 > +143qij > +1q3g + - .  - (1) 

and a meson can be expressed as 

Hence a baryon is neither a pure q3 nor a pure q3qtj state, and a meson is neitheipure 
qtj nor (qtj)2. The same argument is also true for the glueball gg and hybrids: dg 
and qtjg. To have a better understanding of hadron spectroscopy, including the new 
resonances, it  would be better to analyze the experimental data within the enlarged 
space as shown in (1) and (2), instead of restricted to pure q3, qtj, q3qij7 (qq)2, and gg 
states. The lepton deep inelastic scattering data on p, d, and 3He seems to teach 
us that even for the ground state nucleon, intrinsic q3qq and $9 components are 
~navoidable.[~] 

As a first step to develop a hadron model to meet all these kinds of challenges, 
we develop a hadron model with 

i.e., we only consider the sea quark excitation but neglect the explicit gluon excitation 
for the time being and leave more sophisticated model study for the future. 

In order to  keep the successful part of the valence quark model, we assume a model 
Hamiltonian quite similar to that of Isgur.[61 However a new ingredient, the sea quark 
excitation interaction, is unavoidable in order to mix the q3qq(q@qq) with q3(qij). Such 
a Hamiltonian should be written in a second quantization version, but we still use the 
first quantization formalism with an understanding that the usual one- and two-body 
operators include different particle number in different sub Hilbert spaces. 
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where X i ( f ; )  are the SV,”(Sv,f) Gellmann operators. The Yj”., 
spond to the following diagrams respectively 

and K , + t j t j  corre- 
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For the baryon sector, we have calculated the octet and decuplet ground states, 
where we include all color singlet and octet S-wave 8 “baryon” and ‘So and 3S1 qij 
“meson” combinations. The relative motion between q3 and qq is assumed to be p- 
wave to meet the requirements of positive parity. The size parameter b for 8 and qcf 
are assumed to be the same for simplicity. 

The calculated ground state and first excited state energies are listed in Tables I - 
IV with different parameter sets. The octet and decuplet baryon ground state energy 
fit is a little better than the pure q3 configuration result. The first excited states are 
all located higher than 3 GeV; therefore this model does not encounter the trouble 
of too many theoretical states in comparison with the experimental ones within the 
energy range <, 3 GeV. The q3 components are about 80% for all of the ground state 
baryons. These 

The spin and flavor contents of the proton, for example, are given in Table VI1 
and VIII. The ti component however is a little larger than the d, and seems in- 
compatible with the ti - d asymmetry observed by the NMC group[5] and NA51 
collaboration.[6] The sea quark component probabilities are reasonably small, uti - 
0.08, d z  - 0.07, SS - 0.06 and their polarizations are even smaller. The main contri- 
bution to the proton spin comes from the valence quarks. These seem incompatible 
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with the lepton-proton deep inelastic scattering data.i51 However, after taking into 
account the Melosh transformation between the proton rest frame and the infinite 
momentum frame, and QCD evolution, only a small amount of intrinsic qq compo- 
nent is needed.[‘l Therefore, this problem is open and further study is needed. 

Table IX gives the proton wave function. The main g3gij components N T ,  Np, 
Nw and An, Ap, but AW, AK, CK*, C*K and C*K* are also important as assumed 
in [8]. However, the N,, and Nvt are about one order smaller, which is different from 
[9]. The small components are distributed quite diversely. This is the same as in the 
other strong interaction phenomena. The hidden color channel components are not 
important. Neglecting that part wouldn’t change the results very much. 

The other properties, such as the charge radius, magnetic moments, and structure 
functions are under calculation. For the meson sector, the preliminary results show 
that the gij and (gij)2 components are mixed more strongly than those in the baryon 
sector, and the first excited states are around 1.3 GeV. This might be an indication 
that the (qij)2 exotics are more likely to be observed within the low excitation energy 
range (5 2 GeV). 

This work is supported by the NSF, the SEDC, the SSTC of China, and the U.S. 
DOE. 
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Tgble I. 

N A A c - c* Y 3* Q 
, exp. 939 1232 1116 1193 1318 1385 1533 1672 
theor. Eo 939 1232 1116 1190 1359 1370 1515 1670 

E1 3114 3244 3167 3171 3161 3168 3144 3409 

- I 
.. 

a3al -0.890 -0.886 0.900 -0.898 -0.913 0.895 I 0.907 0.921 
~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

'lhble 11. 
m = 313Mev m, = 495MeV, b = 0.52 f m, a1 = 1.114, a, = 113.7MeV f rn-2 

Table 111. 

Table IV. 

Table V. 
m = 313MeV, ma = 460.5Mev b = 0.58 f m, a1 = 1.572, ac = 150.7MeVfrn-2 



Table VI. 

Table VII. Spin and flavor contents of proton (q3 components) 

I 

V 1.0223 -0.2555 1.5335 0.7667 
VI 1.0149 -0.2537 1.5224 0.7612 

The others are zero. 

Table VIII. Spin and flavor contents of proton (q3qq components)( x lo-*) 



Table 
CY 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 
30 

IX. Coefficient of protons q3qq components for above parameters ( x 
Name I S12 1 S1T1S2T2 I 1 1  I1 I I11 I IV I VI VI1 

AK f 4004 742 756 775 789 802 

CK 1 AlOA -245 -251 -257 -263 -267 

Z-I 
-1098 

814 
-272 

AK* 401; -396 -405 -413 -420 -426 -433 f 
C*K* 411; 400 408 415 421 427 433 4 

17 21 24 27 29 32 
3 1110 1710 1748 1782 1813 1841 1868 

1 7jz10 1 1  N4 5 
NU 5 .  2 2  

3 3211 1 1  1917 1954 1988 2017 2045 2070 NP z 
AT - 3 $go1 -1499 -1534 -1565 -1593 -1619 -1643 

I L I L e  1 1 1 t 1 1 

AP - 3 I -- E l l  I 1895 I 1936 I 1974 I 2007 I 2039 I 2069 I 



34 AcKmC s 1 201 5 95 95 
1 1115 1 1  

35 CCKmC s 

1 1  

162 159 

36 I CcKC 1 s 1 I 4104 I -60 I -59 
37 AYKmc s $01 4 34 32 

38 E;K*' z $114 150 149 

48 Nfpc s 3 3111 22 -227 -225 
49 AYpc 3 3 1311 22 101 101 

r 

56 ATK*' $ $Ol$ -54 -52 

57 C$Kc . $ .  $104 -204 -202 

mi 
-57 -56 -55 ~l 148 146 145 144 

145 I 144 I 143 I 142 I 

ml 
-515 -513 -511 -508 

-222 -220 -218 -216 * 
-188 I -186 I -184 1-182 I 
-155 1-155 1-155 1-154 I 
323 I 321 I 318 I 316 I 
-520 1-516 1-513 I -509 I 
155 153 151 149 ,*I 
-50 -4% -47 -46 

-200 -199 -197 -196 

324 321 318 316 
42 42 42 43 

-424 -419 -414 -410 


